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Conditioning
In maths conditioning is denoted by a vertical bar -hence Pr(a|b) means 'the probability of a given that b is true. This is a very important concept because the probability a is dependent upon various assumptions. The assumptions or hypotheses can change.
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Lets suppose that a is the probability of an event For example: what is the probability that it will rain in the afternoon -Pr(a)? This probability is dependent upon assumptions -look out of the window in the morning. Pr(a) if it is sunny (s) is less than Pr(a) if it is cloudy (c) We can write this as Pr(a|s) and Pr(a|c)
Calculation of the likelihood ratio (LR)
Pr(a|s) and Pr(a|c) can be calculated from data. How often does it rain when its sunny in the morning? E.g. 20 out of 100 observations is Pr(a|s)=0.2 How often does it rain when its cloudy in the morning? E.g. 80 out of 100 observations is Pr(a|c)=0.8
Formation of the likelihood ratio
The LR compares these two probabilities to find out which of the two probabilities is the most likely Thus in this example we compare 2 probabilities 
The statement
The probability of the evidence is x times more likely if the stain came from Mr Smith than if it came from an unknown unrelated invidual. It is not allowed to say: " The probability that the stain came from Mr Smith" because we must always include the conditioning statement -ie always make the hypothesis clear in the statement. Always use the 'IF' word when using a likelihood ratio to avoid this trap.
